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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Background Overview

This undergraduate thesis is under the scope of a bigger project at the
DSIE (Electronic Engineering and Systems Division) research group with
title “Una Pataforma en la Nube Para el Despliegue de Especificaciones
Orientadas a Objetivos en Robots Tipo Drone (cDrone)”. At the same
time, cDrone Project is part of the challenge “Economy and Digital Society” within the thematic priority “Smart Cities”. Its specific purpose is
to provide end-users and developers with software tools for defining and executing missions of unmanned aerial vehicles (micro-drones type) such as
collecting large amounts of information about the city or event monitoring,
among others. This project is based on the Teleo-Reactive paradigm for system specification with a goal-oriented approach, on the use of web services
available in the Cloud and on the emerging initiative FI-WARE as a development platform and inclusive environment for project results. FI-WARE
is a middleware infrastructure, driven by the European Commission, for the
development of smart applications and services.
Our work will be focused on the Teleo-Reactive paradigm for specifying
robotic agents to control drones. In order to design those specifications,
the chosen language in cDrone Project is TeleoR, which is an extension of
the original Nilsson’s TR language. We will describe the Teleo-Reactive
programming paradigm and cover TeleoR language by providing users and
developers with examples to design specifications for drones. Finally, we
will implement a real application in a study case with an example specification. The drone models selected in cDrone for testing the developed
applications are Parrot AR.Drone and DJI Phantom. We will implement
this specification for the AR.Drone, simulated and controlled with ROS.
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1.2

1. Introduction

Motivation and Project Goals

Although the Teleo-Reactive paradigm is about 10-15 years old, our chosen language, TeleoR, is relatively new and still under development. As
happens with every language or software in its early stages, there is a lack
of examples and sometimes the documentation is not enough, making the development and debugging of TeleoR programs a tough task. When programming in other languages, the existence of examples already implemented can
be of help to design new programs. With our work, we aim to generate more
examples and content, so more people can be interested in this field, that
is really powerful when designing robotic agents that operate in dynamic
environments, as we will show. In the user guide we tried to cover all the
features of TeleoR, while exemplifying them with demo programs oriented
to the development of drone agents.
Finally, with the purpose of designing a real specific mission for drones,
and with the aim of integrating those applications with the rest of the infrastructure proposed in cDrone, we have implemented a study case for the
AR.Drone. Instead of testing the programs in a real drone, we have used a
simulator in ROS. This has resulted in a source of unexpected drawbacks,
so we has needed extra software for connecting and controlling all the different parts. This software has been also included in this work, plus its
documentation and instructions to use it.
We hope that our work can be useful for newcomers to the Teleo-Reactive
programming, as well as for the rest of the people working in cDrone project.

5

Chapter 2

Teleo-Reactive Programs
2.1

Introduction to Teleo-Reactive Programming

The Teleo-Reactive (TR) formalism was introduced by Nils Nilsson in
two papers (Nilsson 1992 [1], Nilsson 1994 [2]). Nilsson describes an agent
programming language for both programming and specifying the behaviour
of robotic agents that operate in dynamic environments, in a manner that
the agent takes into account the changes in the environment to robustly
direct the agent towards a goal.
A TR program consists of an ordered list of production rules:
K1 → a1
K2 → a2
..
.
Ki → ai
..
.
Km → am
Where Ki are conditions, which are evaluated in a model of the environment, and ai are actions that can modify the model, or affect directly to
the environment. The list is ordered by priority, being the first rule, K1 ,
the highest priority rule. In runtime, the list of rules is scanned and the
conditions are evaluated from the top for the first rule whose condition is
true (the highest priority rule whose condition part is satisfied). This rule is
fired and the corresponding action is executed. The list is always rescanned
whenever the model of the environment changes, so the system can react to
those changes by firing another rule and executing different actions.

6
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2. TR Programs

Actions can be primitive actions, such as starting or stopping a motor,
or they can be other TR programs trying to achieve a sub-goal. This also
permits TR programs to be recursive. Moreover, primitive actions can be
durative or discrete. A discrete action is executed one time (triggered), like
a beep sound or “turning right 90o ”. Once they are executed, they can not
be stopped. On the other hand, durative actions continue indefinitely until
another rule is fired. An example could be the action “move forward”, that
would be executed when a rule is fired, and remain active until they are
stopped or modified when another rule is fired.
In general, the first condition (K1 ) is taken to be the global goal condition,
and the corresponding action (a1 ), is one which should hold the goal state
(usually a null action). The actions in the lower rules need to result in
a change in the environment such that the conditions of higher rules will
eventually become inferable. Nilsson also defines the regression property
between two rules, that is satisfied when a rule Ki makes the condition of
a higher rule Kj (j < i) become inferable after executing the action ai . If
this is true, we say that the condition Ki is a regression of the condition
Kj (j < i) through the action ai . A TR program satisfies the regression
property if each condition Ki is a regression of any higher rule Kj through
ai , (1 < i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j < i). This is required to ensure that the agent’s actions
will guide it towards the goal. Furthermore, we say that a TR program is
complete if and only if K1 ∪ K2 ∪ . . . ∪ Ki ∪ . . . ∪ Km is tautology. This
means that there is always a rule that can be fired, and the usual way to
achieve this is by making the last condition Km equal to true, like a “catch
all” condition.
A TR program is universal if it is complete and the regression property
is satisfied. If a TR program is universal, the goal will always be achieved,
assuming that sensors and primitive actions will not fail.

2.2

Triple Tower Architecture

Later, in 2001, Nilsson introduced the Triple-Tower Architecture [3] to
link the percepts and the actions in a robotic agent. It consists of three
towers of layered components, as Figure 2.1 shows.
Relevant data from the environment that the agent receives through the
robot’s sensors is converted to primitive predicates and values and stored at
the lowest levels of the model tower. This is the most basic information that
the agent can get directly from the sensors. The perception tower consists
of different rules that take the predicates from the model tower and deposits

7
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2. TR Programs

Figure 2.1: Triple Tower Architecture [3]
more complex predicates at higher levels. These processes continue until the
highest levels of the model tower are populated.
The action tower contains primitive actions at its lowest levels, which
affect to the environment when executed. However, at the highest levels of
the action tower there are more abstract actions, which do not affect directly
to the environment, but call other actions in lower levels of the action tower.
Actions inside the action tower are defined as TR programs.
Finally, the predicates in the model tower evoke the actions in the action
tower. The more abstract predicates, the more abstract actions. Furthermore, these actions may affect to the environment, producing changes in the
model tower and making a loop, where the environment plays an important
role.
In addition to that, the model tower includes a truth-maintenance system
(TMS) to be responsive to the environment changes. This system is continuously checking the predicates, and removing the ones that are no longer
derivable from the new percepts to keep the consistency in the data in the
model tower.

8
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2.3

2. TR Programs

Current state of Teleo-Reactive Programming

In the recent years, Keith L. Clark and Peter J. Robinson have developed
an extension of the Nilsson’s original TR language, called TeleoR, and a
logic programming language, QuLog (derived from QuProlog and Prolog),
to implement Teleo-Reactive programs [4]. Among the new features we find
the possibility of controlling multiple robotic resources with one only agent,
communication through messages between agents that collaborate to reach
a common goal, a multi-threaded implementation of agents, and a powerful
set of extensions for the rules, which will be described later.

2.3.1

TeleoR agent architecture

TeleoR programs are executed in a multi-thread software. This software’s
architecture is similar to the triple tower architecture presented by Nilsson,
but with the perception tower and the model tower unified into only one,
where it is placed the BeliefStore. The BliefStore is the agent’s knowledge
database. It contains the most basic percepts which arrive from the sensors,
and the abstract predicates derived from these percepts, as well as the rules
to create those predicates.

Figure 2.2: Simple Three Thread TeleoR Architecture [4]

9
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The BliefStore is usually updated through the Percepts Handler thread.
This thread takes the incoming data from the robot’s sensors and write those
percepts in the BeliefStore. The updates to the BeliefStore are always atomic
operations, in order to keep the consistency in the data. As mentioned
before, in TeleoR, agents can communicate with other agents by sending
messages, so the BeliefStore can also be updated with the data from the
received messages. In order to do this, there is another thread, the Message
Handler, that receives messages from other agents, and, in a similar way
than the Percepts Handler, processes them and updates the BeliefStore with
the new information. Finally, the equivalent in this architecture to the
action tower in the triple tower architecture is the TeleoR Evaluator thread.
This thread contains the TeleoR procedures and query the BeliefStore to
evaluate the rule guards. Moreover, it sends the control messages to execute
the primitive actions and, like the other threads, it can also modify the
BeliefStore data, although it is the less common way to update it. This
three thread architecture is one of the simplest architectures we can find for
TeleoR programs, and it is represented in Figure 2.2.
Although the presented architecture contains only one TeleoR evaluator
thread, it is possible to have more than one, so we can implement really
powerful multi-threaded agents, that perform multiple tasks at the same
time, while controlling multiple robotic resources.

2.3.2

Pedro Server

Besides this agent architecture, all of the messages that are sent or received are directed through Pedro. Pedro is a message router implemented
with Prolog technology. It allows both publish/subscribe and peer-to-peer
addressed communication between registered clients. This communication
server is not only used for the messages exchanged between agents, but also
for the messages between the robot interface and the agent, to transmit
both the percepts updates and the robotic actions. This means that not
only TeleoR agents must be registered in the server, but also the robot’s
interface, in order to transmit the percepts from the sensors to the agent
and receive the control actions from it to execute them. Each registered
client has a host unique name, and the names are email address like. For
example, a client with name Cli, running in the host machine Host, has the
Pedro handle Cli@Host. Because of the multi-threaded approach of TeleoR,
each thread of an agent has his own registered name in Pedro too. For example, the thread Th1 of agent Ag running on host localhost has the Pedro
handle Th1:Ag@localhost. When the host name is localhost (the client is on
the same host than Pedro), the host part of the address can be omitted, so
the previous example can be reduced to Th1:Ag. Furthermore, when the
thread name is not specified in the Pedro handle, the message is directed to
10
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the thread0, or whatever assigned name the initial thread has.

2.3.3

Communication between agents and robots

TeleoR programs, as well as TR programs, are only focused on the agents’
behaviour, on how they store the information about the environment, how
they produce complex predicates from the most basic percepts and how they
make decisions about which actions execute, based on their knowledge about
the environment. This implies a really high level of abstraction, and agents
just do not know how to deal directly with the sensors or the robotic actuators. They just receive messages with the percepts and send the control
action messages. As a result of this high level of abstraction, which makes
the programming of agents much easier, we will always need an interface
between the agent and the real sensors and actuators. The hardware parts
of robots in particular, and of every electronic system in general, are very
heterogeneous. They have very different ways of communicating, different
protocols, different types of messages, etc. This is why, in order to work with
this level of abstraction in our agents, we need other lower level programs
that deal with the sensors, read the data received, process it (image processing to detect colors, for example), and send the percepts in a way that the
agent can understand. And, on the other hand, that software will also need
to receive the control actions from the agent, and execute the corresponding
actions using the different actuators in the system. Sometimes, if we are
lucky enough to have access to the robot’s firmware, we can modify how it
receives and sends the data, so it can connect directly with Pedro, but most
of the times this is not the case, so we will need to implement a “bridge”
program instead, that act as an interface between the agent and the robot.

Figure 2.3: Interface between Pedro server and the robot
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2. TR Programs

QuLog language

In addition to the TeleoR language, that is used to define the TR rules,
we will use QuLog, also developed by Robinson and Clark, with the main
purpose of building the BeliefStore and inference evaluating the TeleoR rule
guards. QuLog is a declarative hybrid logic, functional and string processing
language derived from QuProlog, with an imperative action language sitting
on top.
When programming robotic agents with TeleoR, we will use the declarative
part of QuLog to define the percepts, beliefs and relations. On the other
hand, with the imperative part of QuLog we will define action procedures
that can update the BeliefStore and send messages to other agents. This
procedures can be executed from the TeleoR rules, so, if we need to communicate with other agents, or we want to modify the BeliefStore from the
TeleoR evaluator, we will have to execute a QuLog action procedure.

2.3.5

TeleoR rule extensions

We have listed the most important features of TeleoR, and one of the
most powerful is the set of extensions for TR rules. These extensions are
mechanisms to alter both the condition and/or the action part of the rule.
They came out from the experience of programming TR robotic agents, and
they help to keep the code simple when implementing a complex behaviour.
In TR language, we had simple rules with the form: Guard ∼> Action,
a rule is fired when the guard part is satisfied and there is no upper rule
fired (rules are scanned from top to bottom), and when a rule is fired its
corresponding action is executed.
These are the extensions for the action part of the rules:
• Action sequences that allow us to execute repeatedly a sequence of
time limited durative actions or TeleoR procedure calls as one only
durative action. An example could be the rule:
Condition ∼> A1 for 4; A2 for 2; A3 for 5
The action part should be interpreted as “execute action A1 for 4
seconds, then A2 for 2 seconds, and finally, A3 for 5 seconds”. After
this, the whole sequence is repeated again in a loop.
• Wait/Repeat mechanism to use with discrete actions which may fail
in their execution. When the Wait/Repeat extension is used on an
action, if that action fails (any other rule is fired), then the action
is re-executed after a specified time. This mechanism is really useful
when operating with robotic parts such as a gripper, that may get
stuck when trying to grab an object, or with other devices that could
12
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be jammed, and re-executing the action may free the device again. An
example of this extension could be:
Condition ∼> A wait 2 repeat 3
Now, the action part should be interpreted as “execute action A and,
if after 3 seconds any other rule is fired, then execute again A”. After
2 retries an error is raised and the agent is stopped.
On the other hand, the extensions we can use in the condition part of the
rules are the following ones:
• While rules, that are secondary conditions used to keep the rule active, even if the firing condition stops being inferable. This rule has
the form:
FireCond while WhileCond ∼> A
Here, the rule can be fired when FireCond is satisfied, and it will
remain active while any of FiredCond or WhileCond are satisfied.
• Until rules, that are also secondary conditions, but their purpose is
to inhibit the firing of rules with more priority until this condition is
satisfied. The until rule has the form:
FireCond until UntilCond ∼> A
In a similar way than while rules, UntilCond is a condition that can
not fire this rule, but it will be taken into consideration when the rule
has been already fired (because of FireCond). Once the rule has been
fired, the until mechanism will block the firing of rules with more
priority, until the condition UntilCond is satisfied.
It is also possible to combine these extensions, in order to implement a really
complex behaviour with just a few lines. Examples and a more detailed
description of these extensions are shown in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

User and Reference Guide
for TeleoR and Qulog
In this chapter we will show the different parts of TeleoR programs, a
brief description of Qulog’s syntax, and a user guide to illustrate how to
implement the different features of TeleoR through a set of demo programs
focused on drone agents and their behaviour.

3.1

Program Structure

Although we are using two different programming languages, TeleoR for
the rules and QuLog for everything else, our agent’s whole program will be
written in a QuLog file with .qlg extension. That file will be consulted from
the QuLog interpreter to check syntax and load all the procedures, relations
and functions. Then we will be able to start the agent and the tasks.
TeleoR programs can be split in different parts, or blocks of code. There
are some parts that will be always implemented. However, we will also
have some parts that are optional to include, so it is up to the programmer
whether implementing them or not, depending on the functionalities he/she
wants for the agent.
Since TeleoR programs are defined inside QuLog files, and knowing that
QuLog is a declarative language, the order in that the different parts of
code are written does not matter. However, it is a good practice to always
follow a similar structure, so the code is easier to read and understand for
other programmers. A program can be segmented in the next parts:
1. Initialization: In this part we will initialize the BeliefStore and declare everything we are going to use:
• Types definition. We will define our custom types to extend the
14
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primitive ones. Optional part, because sometimes it is enough
with the primitive types.
• Percepts/beliefs declaration.
• Global variables declaration and initialization.
• Actions declaration. Both discrete and durative actions (if any)
must be declared.
• Resources declaration. Different resources available for the agent.
• Relations definition. We will declare and define the relations to
create complex predicates from the simple percepts. This part
is optional, we do not need to define any relation if we are not
going to use them.
2. TeleoR procedures: The main TeleoR procedure and other subroutines for the different goals and sub-goals. These procedures are
written in TeleoR.
3. QuLog action procedures: Definition of QuLog action procedures,
used to modify the BeliefStore and send messages to other agents. It
is an optional part, and it is possible to embed these procedures inside
the action part of TeleoR rules, as we will see later.
4. Basic handlers: The procedures used to process the received messages in their corresponding threads. Both optional to include.
• Percepts handler: This is the procedure that processes the
percept messages received from the environment. It is already
implemented by default in QuLog, however, its implementation
is really basic, and we can add new features such as modifying
multiple percepts with a single message, or limiting how much
time a percept should remain inferable.
• Messages handler: This handler is not implemented by default,
because we will only need it when we are working with communicating agents, and also because the messages will be different each
time, so a generic implementation can not exist. We must implement this procedure if our agent is going to receive messages, in
order to process them and react consequently.
5. Launch function: A typical QuLog action procedure that is called
from the interpreter and whose purpose is to start the agent and the
main tasks. This procedure is actually optional, but it simplifies a lot
the starting process, so we will always implement it.

15
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3. TeleoR/Qulog Guide

QuLog and TeleoR Syntax

In this section we will show a brief overview of the syntax and grammar
of both languages and the most used elements and operators, but we are
not going to cover the whole language specification, because it is too broad
and not needed here to understand the basics. Please, feel free to check the
official documentation of QuLog (included in its software package), and also
the online reference guide for QuLog in [5]. It is highly recommended to
read both if the contents of this report are insufficient or not clear enough.
Although QuLog is derived from Prolog, and still conserves many qualities
from this programming language, it also has some influence from Python.
All of the program statements must begin at the left of a new line. They can
be continued in the next lines, but those lines must be indented. In Prolog,
statements end with a full stop. In QuLog we do not need to include it,
however, as a gesture to Prolog programmers, a full stop may be used as
well (the compiler will just ignore it), but it is not possible to put different
statements in the same line separated by full stops. They must be written
in new lines.

3.2.1

Data constants

The primitive data types we can find in QuLog are atoms (atom type),
float numbers (num type), integer numbers (int type), natural numbers (nat
type) and strings (string type).
Numeric types in QuLog are like in other programming languages. The
num type is the most general one, used for floating point numbers. The int
type is a subtype of num, used for signed integers. And finally, the nat type,
which is a subtype of int, is used for natural numbers (unsigned integers).
Strings are defined as sequences of characters enclosed by double quotes
‘ " ’. Note that strings in QuLog are the same as strings in Python, and not
as in Prolog. In Prolog, strings are lists of byte codes, however, in Python
(and QuLog) strings are stored in the heap as packed sequences of byte
codes.
Finally, the atom type is the same as in Prolog. For those not familiar
with logic programming, an atom could be seen as an identifier, like an
“atomic” string that cannot be composed or divided. There are four ways
of forming an atom:
1. A lower case letter followed by any sequence consisting of “_” and
alphanumeric characters. For example:
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droneAgent_2
pedro_handle
2. Any combination of the following set of graphic characters:
| − / + ∗ <=> #@$ \ ∧& : .?
For example:
@<=
3. An atom of the above two forms preceded by the back quote character
“`”. This form of atom is used when the sequence of characters without
the back-quote has been used as the name of a relation, function or
action. Such a name cannot be used as an atom unless preceded by a
back-quote. For example:
`<>
`append
4. Any sequence of characters enclosed by “ ´ ” (single quote). Single
quotes can be included in the sequence by writing the quote twice.

3.2.2

Variables

Variables in QuLog are like Prolog variables, and must begin with a capital
letter or an underscore (“_”). A variable should begin with an underscore
when there is just a single occurrence of that variable in a rule. Finally,
the variable “_” (alone) is the anonymous variable, also common in other
programming languages, which may have any value.

3.2.3

Lists and sets

Lists in QuLog can contain elements of different types. They are defined
as a sequence of comma separated elements enclosed in “[ ]” brackets. The
complete form of a list is, as a example:
[1, 3.2, X, "Other things"]
Moreover, we can also have lists in a different form, only selecting the first
elements in one side, and the rest of the list in the other. This can be done
in several ways:
[1, 3.2,..Tail]
[Head,..Tail]
[Head,..]
17
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[Head | Tail]
Where the third example is a shorthand for [Head,.. _], being _ the anonymous variable, and the last example is like the second one, but using the
Prolog syntax for lists, which is the most common. In those examples, we
are storing the first element of the list in the variable Head, and a list with
the remaining elements in the variable Tail.
Sets are also defined as sequences of comma separated elements, but with
the main difference from lists that sets are composed of elements with the
same type. This is checked in runtime. Elements inside a set are enclosed in
“{ }” braces, and any duplicated value will be removed from it. For example,
the expression:
{4, -2, 1, 4, 3, 2, 1}
will result in the set of integers:
{-2, 1, 2, 3, 4} :

{int}

Note that elements inside a set are sorted in ascending order.

3.2.4

Compound terms

A simple compound term is composed of an atom of the first two forms
(alphanumeric or graph), which is called the functor, and a comma separated
sequence of zero or more expressions enclosed in a pair of “( )” parenthesis.
This list of parameters must be placed just after the functor without any
space. For example:
coords(X,Y)
altitude(100)
Simple compound terms are typically instances of a structured data type
declared in the program where the functor is a constructor for the type, in
a way similar to structures in C, but with higher order. They are widely
used as terms with multiple parameters such as coordinates, and also for
percepts and beliefs definition.

3.2.5

Type definitions

In order to extend the primitive data types of QuLog, it is possible to
define our own types using the operator “::=”. The general form is:
18
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type_name ::= type_expression
Where type_name is either an alphanumeric atom or a single argument
compound term whose only argument is a variable, and type_expression
can have multiple forms described below.
Alias
When the type expression is another user or system defined type, the
defined type in this case is an alias. For example:
speed ::= num
Disjunction of constants
This expression has the form “C1 | C2 | . . . | Ck ” where all elements have the same type. A few examples:
dir ::= left | center | right
areas ::= 10 | 20 | 30
drone_names ::= "drone_Alfa" | "drone_Beta"
Integer range sequence
This expression has the form “M..N” with M and N being of type int
and M < N. For example:
digit ::= 0..9
We can also see this expression as a subtype of the previous type, since
the expression:
modes ::= 0..3
can be reproduced by declaring a disjunction of every element in the
range sequence explicitly, though this may not be always possible and
the range form is more simple:
modes ::= 0 | 1 | 2 | 3
Type union
This is an expression of the form “T y1 || T y2 || . . . || T yk ” where
each T yi is a type name. Examples:
int_or_atom ::= int || atom
alphanumeric ::= digits || characters
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There are even more forms of type expressions, which are more complex,
involving functions, relations and other kind of forms typical of a high order
functional programming language. For curious people, the reference guide
of QuLog [5] includes all of the possible expressions.

3.2.6

Relation definitions

A relation definition consists of a sequence of rules (clauses) of the form
Head :: Commit <= Body
where Head is an atom or simple compound term and Commit and Body are
conjuncts of goals. Conjuncts are separated by “&”. Both the “:: Commit”
and “<= Body” parts of the rule are optional. The heads of each rule of a
relation have the same functor and arity.
When a goal Goal with the same functor and arity as Head is called, the
rules of the relation are tried in order. If Goal unifies with the head of a rule
then the Commit part is called. If that succeeds then this rule is committed
to (i.e. no subsequent rules are tried on backtracking) and Goal succeeds if
and only if Body succeeds. If Body is not present, it is treated as being the
goal true. If Commit is not present, then Goal succeeds if Body succeeds
but, on backtracking, subsequent rules will be tried.
This is an example with the definition of greater relation, with two input
variables A and B whose values must be ground to the num type and an
output variable C, which value may be ground in the end if any rule is
committed:
greater: (!num, !num, ?num) <=
greater(A, B, C) :: A > B <= C = A
greater(A, B, C) :: B > A <= C = B
If A equals B, no rule will be committed (any term is greater than the
other) and, therefore, C would not be ground to any value. Also note that
the second rule could have been written as:
greater(A, B, C) <= B > A & C = B

3.2.7

Action definitions

QuLog action procedures are used to modify the BeliefStore and to send
and process messages. They are defined as a sequence of rules of the form:
20
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Head :: Commit ∼>> Body
where Head is an atom or simple compound term, Commit is a conjunct of
goals, and Body is a sequence of goals and actions. Elements in the Body
part are separated by “ ; ”. The “:: Commit” part of the rule is optional.
Each rule’s head must have the same functor and arity than the others. The
semantics of action definitions is the same as for relation definitions. The
difference is that at least one of the elements of the Body sequence is an
action which typically has a side effect such as writing, reading, sending a
message or updating the BeliefStore, so the “ ∼>> Body” part cannot be
omitted.
We will see examples of action procedures in section 3.3 with the percept
and message handlers and the launch function.

3.2.8

Function definitions

A function definition consists of a sequence of rules of the form:
Head :: Commit -> Expression
where Head is an atom or simple compound term, Commit is a conjunct
of goals, and Expression is a term. The “:: Commit” part of the rule is
optional. The heads of each rule of a relation have the same functor and
arity.
When the function is called, the rules are tried and the first rule whose
Head unifies with the function call and where Commit is true is committed,
and the result returned is the evaluation of Expression. The way it works
resembles how relations work, but in this case a value is always returned.
Moreover, when Commit is omitted, an implicit commit is set to true, so
there is no backtracking.
This is a recursive factorial function as an example:
factorial : nat->nat
factorial(0) -> 1
factorial(N) :: N1=N-1 & type(N1,nat) -> N*factorial(N1)
The built-in function type() must be used, so the type checker can confirm
that the variable N1 given to the function factorial is of the type nat.
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TR program definitions and TeleoR rules syntax

TR programs are defined as a list of TR rules with the form:
Head {
TR Rule
···
TR Rule
}
where Head is an atom or simple compound term and each TR Rule has the
form:
Condition Part ∼> Action Part
We will analyse separately each part’s syntax along with its corresponding
TeleoR extensions.
The Condition part is composed in its simplest form by just a Guard,
which is a conjunction of goal conditions that must be achieved to fire the
rule. This is the form of the most basic TR rule:
Guard ∼> TRAction
However, with the new TeleoR rule extensions, presented in chapter 2, we
can add more functionality to the condition part with while and until rules.
Therefore, the most complete condition part has the form:
Guard while WhileCond min WhileDur until UntilCond min UntilDur
∼> TRAction
where WhileCond and UntilCond are conjuncts of goals, and WhileDur and
UntilDur are the number of seconds for the while and until rule, respectively. This is the general form of the TeleoR rule’s condition part.
Between the two rule expressions showed above there is a wide range of
possibilities that can be formed by omitting some elements in the general
rule. For example, when WhileCond is omitted, it is implicitly set to false
and the while word must be omitted as well. This can also be applied to
UntilCond. On the other hand, if a duration part is omitted, it is considered
to be a time of 0 seconds.
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The Action part can also have different forms. The simplest form was
showed before in the expression:
Guard ∼> TRAction
where TRAction can be a durative or discrete action or a call to another
TR program.
Another simple form is a comma separated sequence of actions (durative
and/or discrete) with the form:
Guard ∼> TRAction1, TRAction2, . . ., TRActionN
In this case all actions are executed at the same time when the rule is fired.
Apart from these two simple forms, we can use the TeleoR extensions for
the action part. As shown in chapter 2, there are two possible extensions
that we can use in the action part:
Timed sequence:
This mechanism allows us to execute a sequence of actions one after
each other in a loop. It has the form:
Guard ∼> TRAction1 for Duration1; . . . ; TRActionN for DurationN
Note that now elements are separated by semicolons. Each TRAction
can be a durative or discrete action. The Duration term for the last
action may be omitted. In this case, it will be considered infinity, so
the sequence will finish with that action, and will not be repeated.

Wait/Repeat:
This expression can be added to discrete actions to allow the agent to
recover from failures in the mechanic actuators. The action part can
be of the form:
Guard ∼> TRAction wait Duration repeat Repeats
where TRAction must be a discrete action. It will be executed and, if
no other rule is fired after Duration seconds, it will be retried as much
as Repeats times. The number of repeats must be a positive number
less or equal than 5.
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Furthermore, in order to link QuLog’s imperative subset and TeleoR procedures, it is possible to attach QuLog action procedures to the action part
of a rule. This is how we can update the BeliefStore and send messages
from the TeleoR evaluator. It can be done using the operator “++”. The
expression has the form:
Guard ∼> TRAction ++ QulogAction
When the rule is fired, both actions will be executed in a concurrent manner.
QulogAction can be a call to an action procedure, or it can even be an action
defined there, inside the rule.

3.3

TeleoR User Guide

In this section we will illustrate the features of QuLog/TeleoR through a
set of demo programs focused on drone agents. The structure followed in
this guide is of the type “How to do: X”. We think this approach could be as
good for beginners who have never seen a TR program, as for programmers
who are looking for something specific, like the syntax of some rule extension
with code examples, for example.
First of all, for the ones not familiar with the TeleoR tools, it is important
to read Appendix A, which contains all the related information about how to
install and use the tools. The demo programs showed in this section can be
found appended to this document under the teleor_demos/ directory. We
will use the QuLog’s interpreter to execute the programs, the Robot Shell
tool to send percepts and receive actions, and the Logger tool to debug our
agent and see the state of the BeliefStore.

3.3.1

Start an agent and the main task

*Note: The code snippets included in this section can be found in the
demo file “launch.qlg”.
The first thing we have to do is to start the interpreter. We must open a
UNIX terminal and type:
∼$ qulog
Inside QuLog’s interpreter, in the command line, we will have the prompt
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symbol “| ??”. Once we have entered in this mode, we will consult the file.
This action will check the syntax and load the relations and procedures.
| ?? consult launch.
Note that commands in the interpreter must end with a full stop, though
this is not needed in the files. When consulting a file, the extension “.qlg”
should not be added. If everything was correct, it will show a success message.
Now we will pass to TeleoR mode, so we can start agents and tasks. Type:
| ?? teleor.
The prompt symbol should have changed to “| ?∼>”, meaning that we are
in TeleoR mode.
If we want to debug the BeliefStore, and we have started the logger tool
with a registered name “logger”, we can enter the command
| ?∼> log logger.
and it will start sending information to the tool. This part is optional, and
we will see more debugging options later.
To start a new agent we have to use the command start_agent. For example:
| ?∼> start_agent demoAgent env@localhost updates.
Here we have three arguments: “demoAgent” is the agent’s name to be
registered in Pedro, “env@localhost” is the Pedro handle for the robot’s
interface (if we are using the tool Robot shell, then it is the name we gave
in the launch options), and “updates” is a flag to select the convention used
for receiving new percepts. The are three possible modes for this flag:
• all: If we start the agent in this mode, when a new batch of percepts
is received, all of the old percepts in the BeliefStore are forgotten
before remembering the new ones. This implies that if we want a
percept to remain active, we need to send it each time. In order to
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send the messages, we need to build a list with the percepts we want
to remember, for example:

[percept1, objective(3,5), altitude(10)]

• updates: In this mode, percepts will remain in the BeliefStore until
we send a forget command. Now, when we send the messages, each
percept must be wrapped in a r_(. . .) or f_(. . .) function to indicate
if we are remembering or forgetting this percept, respectively. For
example, if we want to forget percept1, and remember percept2:
[f_(percept1), r_(percept2)]

• user: This is the custom mode. In the previous modes we will use the
handle_percepts_ procedure implemented by default in QuLog. If we
select the user flag, we must implement that procedure to process the
messages and update the BeliefStore by our own criteria. We must also
define a format for percept messages in a “percept_message_type”
type, and the messages sent by the robot’s interface should have this
format to be processed.
At this point we have started the interpreter and our agent, under the
name demoAgent. It is time to start a task, but first, we will take a look at
this demo program, and what does it do.
Declaration part
percept
percept1 : ().
durative
action1 : (int).
We have only one percept, percept1, which does not take any argument,
and one durative action, action1(int), which takes an integer argument.
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TR definition part
mainTask : () ∼>
mainTask{
percept1 ∼> action1(2)
true ∼> action1(0)
}.
In this program we have defined only one task, with name mainTask, which
contains two rules. It is really straightforward to figure out the agent’s
behaviour. If percept1 is active in the BeliefStore, then the first rule will
be fired and our only action will be executed with argument 2, action1(2).
If percept1 is not active, then the last rule, whose condition is true, will
be fired and action1(0) will be executed. This program is not very useful,
and the agent’s behaviour does not have any application, as it is only to
show how to launch everything.

Now that we know how it should behave, we can start the task in the
interpreter with the command:
| ?∼> start_task main mainTask.
The command start_task takes two arguments: the task’s name and a TR
task procedure to run.
Finally, the agent should be executing this task and we can send the
percepts through the Robot shell and see how does it react. We can send
the percept messages:
[r_(percept1)], or [f_(percept1)]
and receive their corresponding action messages.

3.3.2

Launch function

*Note: The code snippets included in this section can be found in the
demo file “launch.qlg”.
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We had to type a lot of commands to start an agent and the main task, and
most of the times, the program will start the agent with the same command,
and also the robot’s pedro address will be the same for that agent. Moreover,
the main task to run is going to be the same very often as well. Because
of this, it is a common practice to define an action procedure where doing
those things and launch both the agent and the task.
If you have taken a look at the file launch.qlg, you may have noticed that
we have defined such a procedure in go():
go : () ∼>>
go() ∼>>
start_agent demoAgent env@localhost updates;
start_task main mainTask.
This function contains the commands we showed before, and it can be called
from the interpreter:
| ?∼> go().
This simplifies quite a lot the process of launching a program. In the next
demo programs we will always have a function like this. It can also receive
arguments, for example the address of other agent, or even arguments to be
passed to the TR task.

3.3.3

Logging and debugging our agents

We have already seen the Logger tool. This program receives logs from
the agent, and shows things like the current fired rule, the active percepts
and beliefs in the BeliefStore, and the current time. This tool must be
connected to Pedro server, with its own registered name. If we start this
tool with the name loggerName, in the host hostName, then we can start
logging introducing the next command in the QuLog’s interpreter:
| ?? log loggerName@hostName.
It is possible to omit the host name part if the logger is running on the same
host than the agent (localhost).
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Apart from the Logger tool, we have other options to debug the BeliefStore
in the interpreter. First, if we introduce the command:
| ?? types.
it will show a list of all types, relations and functions defined. It can be used
to check if they (and their arguments) have been correctly defined.
Another useful command, if we are not running the Logger, is:
| ?? bs.
This will show which percepts and beliefs are active in the BeliefStore, so
we can check the state of the agent in each moment.

3.3.4

Define new types

*Note: The code snippets included in this section can be found in the
demo file “altitude_all.qlg”.
As we saw in section 3.2.5 (Type definitions), there are several forms of
defining a new type. Alias, disjunction, integer sequences, union of other
types, etc. In this program, the drone agent will be given an altitude parameter, and will go up and down to reach that altitude to take a photo. In
order to define the movement actions, up and down, we may want to also
define different speed modes. In this case we defined a type, speed, as an
integer range sequence between 1 and 3:
speed ::= (1..3).
Then, we will have actions that receive an argument of type speed, choosing
the operating speed. With this definition, only the data with value 1, 2, or
3 can be of type speed.

3.3.5

Percepts and beliefs

*Note: The code snippets included in this section can be found in the
demo file “altitude_all.qlg”.
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Definition and difference
Until now, we have been talking about percepts and beliefs, but a definition has not been given yet. They are dynamic facts, that are stored in
the BeliefStore and can be queried from the TeleoR evaluators. There is
only one difference between percepts and beliefs. Percepts are received from
the environment through the robot’s interface, and the only way to update
them is through the percepts handler. They store information about the
environment, things that the robot can sense. However, beliefs are used to
store information about things that the agent cannot sense, but suppose or
generate itself, such as an internal counter, or information received through
messages from other agents. They can be updated from any action procedure, including the percepts handler.

Declaration
In order to declare percepts and beliefs in our programs, we will use the
primitives percept and belief, plus a comma separated sequence with the
different facts. For example, in this demo:
percept
altitude : (nat). % Positive integer
discrete
photo : ().
durative
up : (speed),
down : (speed).
The symbol ‘%’ is used for line comments. There is not an option for block
comments. In this program we have defined one percept, altitude(nat),
which receive a natural number as an argument and models the drone’s
altitude. Regarding actions declaration, they are defined in the same way as
percepts/beliefs. Here we have a discrete action, photo, that is sent to the
drone to take a photo. It is a discrete action because it cannot be stopped
once it is triggered. We also have two durative actions, up(speed) and
down(speed) that use the speed type defined before. These actions will
make the drone go up or down at a desired speed.
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Update percepts and beliefs
Percepts must be updated through the percepts handler, but here we are
not defining any handler, because we are using its default implementation.
Later, we will see how to implement a custom handle_percepts_ procedure
to process percept messages and update the BeliefStore. Now we will describe the updater primitives we have to use to store or remove a fact from
the dynamic database. These primitives are remember and forget:
• remember F. This will be used to add fact F to the BeliefStore, if it is
not already present. F must be ground when the action is executed,
and it will be type checked.
• forget F. Remove the first fact in the BeliefStore that matches F.
For example:
remember(altitude(100))
forget(altitude(200))
forget(altitude(_))
The first one will introduce the fact altitude(100) in the BeliefStore. The
second one will try to remove the fact altitude(200), but this fact is not
present, so it will remain in the same state. Finally, the last one will remove
the first fact that matches altitude(_) (any altitude), so it will remove
altitude(100), the one we introduced before.
Extending updater primitives
Furthermore, each of these two primitives have an exension to modify
them. These extensions are:
• remember F for T. It will be executed like remember(F), but F will
be forgotten after T seconds, if it is still present. We could use this
when we want to remember something for a limited time, for example
to remember that we are avoiding an obstacle.
• forget F after T. This will remove the first fact in the BeliefStore
that matches F after T seconds. It is the same as forget(F), but
delayed T seconds.
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Global variables

If we want to have a variable of any type that can be shared by all functions
and relations in our program, we can define a global variable. For example:
int count := 0.
It will declare a variable count of type int, and it will be initialized to 0.
When we do this, QuLog is internally defining a belief fact that takes an
integer argument, and storing it in the BeliefStore. So the previous code is
the same as:
belief ’$count’(int).
remember(’$count’(0)).
We can modify this facts in action procedures using macro expanded actions
such as:
count := 3.
and internally it will execute this:
forget(’$count’(_)).
remember(’$count’(3)).
If we want to access to a global variable’s value, we need to add the symbol ‘$’
before it, so the expression $count denotes the value stored in the ’$count’
fact.

3.3.7

Relations

*Note: The code snippets included in this section can be found in the
demo file “altitude_all.qlg”.
Usually the information stored in percepts and beliefs is too simple for
our task and we need more abstract predicates. We can do this by defining
new relations that use those facts to build complex predicates that will be
placed in top of them in the model tower. In this program the main goal for
the drone is to reach a concrete altitude, that is given as a variable when the
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task starts. It is not easy to hold a concrete altitude, and the value received
from the sensor will be oscillating in every moment. Because of this, we
defined a safe range, which is a tolerance in the sensed altitude to match
the goal altitude. An example of how to do this with a relation is:
% We allow a tolerance of 10% when checking the altitude.
valid_alt : nat <=
valid_alt(A) <=
altitude(CurrentA) & (CurrentA > 0.9*A) & (CurrentA < 1.1*A)
where A is the given altitude parameter and altitude(CurrentA) will look
for any altitude percept stored in the BeliefStore to use its value CurrentA
and compare it with A.
If we now take a look to the TR task:
mainTask : nat ∼>
mainTask(A){
valid_alt(A)
∼> photo
altitude(A_higher) & A_higher > A ∼> down(2)
altitude(A_lower) & A_lower < A
∼> up(2)
true
∼> ()
}.
The first rule will be fired when the drone is inside the valid range defined in
the relation valid_alt, and execute photo. The second and third rules will
make the drone move up and down until valid_alt(A) becomes inferable
and the first rule is fired.

3.3.8

Custom percepts handler

*Note: The code snippets included in this section can be found in the
demo file “altitude_user.qlg”.
This demo is a variation of “altitude_user.qlg”, the behaviour is the same,
but now we have defined our own handle_percepts_ procedure to process
percept messages.
If we want to customize the percepts handling, first we need to define a
new type, percept_message_type, for example:
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percept_message_type ::= set(percept) | unset(percept).
Here we have defined two possible types of percept message, set(percept)
or unset(percept). When processing messages we will use set(percept)
to remember a percept, and unset(percept) to forget. This is the format that messages from the robot’s interface must match. For example,
if we want to send the percept altitude(100) we must send the message
[set(altitude(100))].
Once we have defined this type, we can override the QuLog’s default procedure that processes percept messages, handle_percepts_. This procedure
can be defined in a general form:
handle_percepts_(Ps) ∼>>
forall P (P in Ps & type(P, percept_message_type)
∼>> handle_percept(P)).
Please note that this procedure must have the name “handle_percepts_”,
or we will get an error when consulting the file. This procedure must have
one argument, which is a list containing the percept messages received, Ps.
Here we are iterating Ps and calling another procedure, handle_percept,
to process each percept P. We also need to type check each element in the
list to be sure it matches the message format defined before wit the built-in
function type().
Finally, we can implement the action procedure handle_percept to process each message. This is the implementation of that procedure in this
demo:
handle_percept: percept_message_type.
handle_percept(set(altitude(A))) ∼>>
forget altitude(_); remember altitude(A).
handle_percept(unset(altitude(_))) ∼>> forget altitude(_).
handle_percept(set(on_land)) ∼>> remember on_land;
forget altitude(_);
remember altitude(0).
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handle_percept(unset(on_land)) ∼>> forget on_land.
% Print this if the received percept is not handled.
handle_percept(P) ∼>>
writeL(["Unprocessed: ’", P, "’. Check percept handler."]).
This procedure will receive a variable of type percept_message_type as
an argument. Then we define multiple rules, each one matching one of the
possible percept messages we can receive. Since in this program we only
have two percepts, on_land and altitude(int), all options are listed. The
last rule will print a warn message if we receive a valid percept message, but
it is not handled in the procedure (maybe we forgot to include it in the list).
The main advantage of defining our own custom handle_percepts_ is that
we can do things more complex. For example, in the first rule:
handle_percept(set(altitude(A))) ∼>>
forget altitude(_); remember altitude(A).
When we receive a set(altitude(A)) message, we remember that percept,
altitude(A), but first, we forget the last altitude(_) percept we had
stored in the dynamic database, so we avoid duplicated facts, which will
lead to inconsistency in the BeliefStore. This is how the all mode behaves,
but with the exception that this mode clears the whole BeliefStore when
new percepts arrive. Whit this custom mode we only clear the facts we
want to be cleared.
Another example of what can we do is in the third rule:
handle_percept(set(on_land)) ∼>> remember on_land;
forget altitude(_);
remember altitude(0).
Here, when we receive set(on_land), we remember that fact and we also
reset the altitude. Doing this, even if the altitude sensor has some measurement errors, when we receive on_land percept, we know our altitude is 0,
so we modify that fact.
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Define and call TR procedures

*Note: The code snippets included in this section can be found in the
demo file “search.qlg”.
This program is a continuation of “altitude_user.qlg”. Now, after the
drone reaches the required altitude it will move around trying to find an
objective. We have defined an objective percept that will become
inferable when the objective is below the drone. In order to move
horizontally, we added a new type “dir ::= left | right | front |
back” and a durative action “move(dir, speed)”. We are starting to add
more functionality to our agent, but, as you will see, the code still remains
simple and readable.
We have already seen how to define a TR procedure. For example, in
“launch.qlg”:
mainTask : () ∼>
mainTask{
percept1 ∼> action1(2)
true ∼> action1(0)
}.
And, in “altitude_all.qlg”:
mainTask : nat ∼>
mainTask(A){
valid_alt(A)
∼> photo
altitude(A_higher) & A_higher > A ∼> down(2)
altitude(A_lower) & A_lower < A
∼> up(2)
true
∼> ()
}.
We would like to compare those procedures. As you can see in the second
one, when a procedure has arguments, the definition uses a compound term,
mainTask(A){. . .}. Now, if we look at the first one, which does not have any
input argument, we may think that it should be defined as mainTask(){. . .},
however, when it does not have arguments, we will not use the compound
term, but just the name atom, like mainTask{. . .}.

Until now, we have only started tasks with the command start_task,
in order to run the main task. Apart from that, we can also define TR
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subroutines and call them from the main task. As an example, this is the
main task of “search.qlg”:
mainTask : nat ∼>
mainTask(A){
valid_alt(A)
∼> searchObj
altitude(A_higher) & A_higher > A ∼> down(2)
altitude(A_lower) & A_lower < A
∼> up(2)
true
∼> ()
}.
We can see that it is very similar as the previous one, but now, in the first
rule we are calling to searchObj instead of executing the action photo.
searchObj is another TR procedure, which tries to achieve a sub-goal, that
is finding the objective to take the photo. The definition of this procedure
is:
searchObj : () ∼>
searchObj {
objective ∼> photo
true
∼> move(front, 2) for random_int(2,5);
move(right, 2) for random_int(2,5);
move(back, 2) for random_int(2,5);
move(left, 2) for random_int(2,5)
}.
This procedure will make the drone move using a timed action sequence
(this will be explained below). When objective becomes inferable, photo
will be executed.

3.3.10

Execute a timed action sequence

*Note: The code snippets included in this section can be found in the
demo file “search.qlg”.
We saw before in searchObj TR procedure the rule:
true ∼>

move(front, 2) for random_int(2,5);
move(right, 2) for random_int(2,5);
move(back, 2) for random_int(2,5);
move(left, 2) for random_int(2,5)
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What we are doing here is using a TeleoR rule extension, a timed action
sequence. Actions will be executed one after another in a loop for a specified
time. We are executing action move each time in a different direction for
a random time. If we had the same time for each action, this sequence
would result in the drone forming a square in the air. However, instead
of executing those actions for the same time, we added some randomness.
Each action will be executed for a random time between 2 and 5 seconds.
random_int(Start,End) is a built-in function that returns an integer inside
the given range. We have implemented the movement that way so it does
not follow the same path each time, and the chances of finding the objective
are higher.

3.3.11

Implement while rules

*Note: The code snippets included in this section can be found in the
demo file “record.qlg”.

Our agent will do now even more things than before. Now the objective is a
mobile object, and when the drone finds an objective, we want to record it
for a while, so we have changed photo action into record, which is durative
instead of discrete. Also, objective now has two arguments, Distance,
of type nat and Direction, of type dir, so we can determine where is the
objective. We may try to use the same procedure than before so it starts
recording if the objective is closer than 200:
searchObj : () ∼>
searchObj {
objective(Dist,_) & Dist < 200 ∼> record
objective(_,Dir) ∼> move(Dir,2)
true
∼> move(front, 2) for random_int(2,5);
move(right, 2) for random_int(2,5);
move(back, 2) for random_int(2,5);
move(left, 2) for random_int(2,5)
}.
The problem here is that the guard of the first rule will be inferable as
soon as it gets closer than 200, so it will start recording when it is still far
from the objective, and it may move and get out of range again, stopping
the recording after a really short time. To avoid that, we can make it
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start recording when the objective is below the drone (closer than 50, for
example), and keep recording while it is inside the range we defined before.
In Figure 3.1 we represent the two ranges we would like to set for the recording. We can implement such a behaviour in TeleoR using a while rule, and
this is how it is implemented in “record.qlg”:
searchObj : () ∼>
searchObj {
obj_below while obj_close(_) ∼> record
obj_close(Dir)
∼> move(Dir,1)
objective(_,Dir)
∼> move(Dir,2)
true
∼> move(front, 2) for 2 + random_int(0,3);
move(right, 2) for 2 + random_int(0,3);
move(back, 2) for 2 + random_int(0,3);
move(left, 2) for 2 + random_int(0,3)
}.
where obj_below will be inferable when objective is closer than 50 and
obj_close will be inferable when objective is closer than 200, also returning the direction in which the objective is.

Figure 3.1: Recording Example Scenario
While rules, as described in chapter 2, are used to keep a fired rule active
even if the firing condition stops being inferable. In this TR procedure, the
first rule will be fired when obj_below becomes inferable. The condition in
the while part can not fire a rule. Its use is just to keep the rule active after
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it has been fired. Once the first rule has been fired, the camera will start
the record. Even if the objective moves away from the 50 range, it would be
still in the range of vision (200), so it will keep recording while obj_close
is still inferable.
We may want to use a while rule if we know that the condition that fired
the rule may stop being inferable, but we do not want the rule to be re-fired.
Instead of that we want the rule to remain active with a secondary condition
that is written in the while part.

3.3.12

Implement until rules

*Note: The code snippets included in this section can be found in the
demo file “battery.qlg”.

This program is an extension of “altitude_user.qlg”. The task to achieve
is the same, reaching a desired altitude to make a photo, but now we have
added awareness of the battery level, in a new percept, battery(nat), that
provides the percentage of battery level. We also have a durative action,
charge, to charge batteries. To simplify the example, we have supposed
that the drone can charge its batteries anywhere when it is landed.

Consider that we only want the drone to fly when the battery level is
above 20%. We may try to implement this behaviour like this:
mainTask : nat ∼>
mainTask(A){
battery(B) & B > 20
true
}.

∼> get_height(A)
∼> go_charge

where get_height(A) is a procedure to reach A altitude and make a photo,
and go_charge is a procedure that makes the drone land and charge. The
problem with this implementation is that, although the second rule will be
fired when the battery level gets below 20%, as soon as the battery gets
over 20% the first rule will be fired, making the drone fly again, but this will
happen before the battery is full, so it will need to go back charging soon.
To prevent this, we may want to prevent the firing of upper rules, so the
drone keeps charging until the battery is full and it can fly as long as possible
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before returning again to charge its batteries. This can be implemented with
an until rule, as it is done in “battery.qlg”:
mainTask : nat ∼>
mainTask(A){
battery(B) & B > 20
∼> get_height(A)
true until battery(100) ∼> go_charge
}.
The until rule is similar to the while rule. We can use it to support the
firing condition, however, it will not fire the rule. The until rule will inhibit
the firing of rules above. Also note that this mechanism will block the firing
of rules above, but it will not hold the rule active if the firing condition stops
being inferable. If we want to do this too, we have to combine both while
and until rules.

3.3.13

Recover from failures in discrete actions

*Note: The code snippets included in this section can be found in the
demo file “takeoff.qlg”.

This program is also an extension of “altitude_user.qlg”. Now we are considering that motors should be stopped when the drone is landed, so we
added two discrete actions, takeoff and stop_motors. Moreover, we will
consider that it is possible to have a problem with motors or propellers, so
the drone can not take off.
When we have this situation, where a discrete action may fail in its execution, the wait/repeat TeleoR extension provides us a mechanism to retry
that action up to 5 times if it fails. We consider that an action fails when,
after its execution, any other rule is fired, meaning that the expected result
of executing that action did not happen.
If we take a look at the main TR procedure in “takeoff.qlg”:
mainTask : nat ∼>
mainTask(A){
stopped & on_land
∼>
stopped
∼>
valid_alt(A)
∼>
altitude(A_higher) & A_higher > A ∼>
altitude(A_lower) & A_lower < A
∼>
41
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∼> takeoff wait 10 repeat 3
∼> ()

on_land
true
}.

Where stopped is a percept that is sent when we want to stop the mission,
and land is a discrete action to make the drone go down and land. We
implemented the wait/repeat mechanism with action takeoff in the rule:
on_land ∼> takeoff wait 10 repeat 3.
When that rule is fired, takeoff will be executed and the drone will try to
start the motors and takeoff. If after 10 seconds any other rule is fired, then
that action will be reexecuted. After 3 trials the task will be terminated
raising an error.

3.3.14

Appending QuLog action procedures to TR rules

*Note: The code snippets included in this section can be found in the
demo file “count_photos.qlg”.
This program is another extension of “altitude_user.qlg”. Now we will consider that the drone only has memory to save five photos, so we want to
know how many photos have been taken in order to stop the mission when
the memory is full.
In order to do this, we have declared a global variable (internally defined as
a belief), photos_taken to store the number of photos taken. Then we have
defined an action procedure to update this variable:
update_photos : int ∼>>
update_photos(N) ∼>>
photos_taken +:= N.
We have already seen how to define action procedures, as we did it for
the custom handle_percepts_ procedure. This one will just add N to the
current value stored in photos_taken.

In our TR procedures, if we want to make a call to an action procedure,
we need to use the “++” symbol to append it to a rule. This is how it is
implemented in “count_photos.qlg”:
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mainTask : nat ∼>
mainTask(A){
on_land & $photos_taken >= 5 ∼> ()
$photos_taken >= 5
∼> down(2)
valid_alt(A)
∼> photo ++ update_photos(1)
altitude(A_higher) & A_higher > A ∼> down(2)
altitude(A_lower) & A_lower < A ∼> up(2)
true
∼> ()
}.
In the third rule we are calling update_photos(1) to make an increment of
1 to photos_taken variable. We can also define the action there, instead of
calling a defined action outside. For example:
valid_alt(A)

3.3.15

> photo ++ photos_taken +:= 1.

Send a message to other agent

*Note: The code snippets included in this section can be found in the
demo file “inventory.qlg”.
This program which is an extension of “search.qlg”. For this example we
will have two different drones working together. The task is to find the set
of different objects in a room. For this example, objects can be squares,
circles or triangles, of colors red, green or blue. We have defined in 2 new
types in QuLog to define this:
color ::= red | green | blue.
thing ::= square(color) | triangle(color) | circle(color).
Then, each agent will have a belief in its BeliefStore to store a set of things:
belief
inventory : ({thing}).
Finally, we will modify searchObj procedure from the search example, so
when a drone detects an object that is not in the set, it adds it to the set,
and also sends a message to the other agent, so it can update its set as well.
This is the TR procedure modified:
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colaborativeSearch : (pedro_handle) ∼>
colaborativeSearch(OtherAg){
objective(T) & inventory(I) & not T in I ∼>
update_inv(T, OtherAg)
objective(T) & not inventory(_)
∼>
update_inv(T,OtherAg)
true
∼> move(front, 2) for random_int(2,5);
move(right, 2) for random_int(2,5);
move(back, 2) for random_int(2,5);
move(left, 2) for random_int(2,5)
}.
where OtherAg is the pedro_handle for the other agent, that is received as
a parameter when starting the agent. As we mentioned before, messages can
be only sent from QuLog action procedures, so we have defined update_inv
to update the local belief and send a message to the other agent:
update_inv: (thing, pedro_handle) ∼>>
update_inv(Th, OtherAg) ∼>>
add_to_inv(Th);
seen(Th) to OtherAg.
add_to_inv: thing ∼>>
add_to_inv(Th) :: inventory(I) ∼>>
forget inventory(_);
remember inventory(I union {Th}).
add_to_inv(Th) ∼>>
remember inventory({Th}).
As you can see, in order to send messages we need to use the “to” function.
We have used it to send the message seen(Th) to OtherAg. The general
expression is:
??term to !atom
where term is the message and atom is the name of the destination thread
(the other agent’s pedro_handle).
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Receive and process messages from other agents

We have seen how to send messages, which is really simple. Obviously, if
our agents can send messages, we also need them to process the messages received, and they will do this through a procedure called handle_messsage_.
This procedure is very similar as handle_percepts_. It also needs us to define a new type for messages, message for example. Then we define this
action procedure, where we can have a rule for each kind of message we are
going to receive and process it:
message ::= seen(thing).
handle_message_(M, _) :: type(M, message) & ground(M) &
M = seen(Th) ∼>>
add_to_inv(Th).
handle_message_(_,_). % Ignore other messages.
In this example we are only considering one type of message, seen(thing) so
the handle_message_ procedure is not complex. It receives two arguments:
The message, that must be type checked and ground, and the sender of the
message, which in this case we are ignoring (we accept messages from any
sender). Finally, the last rule can be used to process the messages that did
not match any other rule.
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Chapter 4

Case Study. Specific
Missions for Drones
In this part we will design and implement a real mission specification for
drones. We will also see how to implement all the software needed to run
everything and link the agent with the drone.

4.1

Problem Scenario. Mission Implemented

We have implemented some simple missions for drones in the demo programs showed in chapter 3.3. We have seen, for example, how to find and
record a mobile object and how to make drones communicate through messages. Now we will specify something that will put all those simple examples
together to make a real application.
The mission to implement consists of two drones in the same area, where
each one tries to find and follow a concrete mobile object. We assume that
mobile objects have an identifier, so drones can determine which object are
they detecting. We will also assume that the area where the drones are is
not empty, and there may be walls or other obstacles in their way, so we
will suppose that drones have a range sensor, or something similar, to detect
obstacles in front of them when they are moving.

4.2

System Architecture

In order to perform such a mission, we need to execute different software
in different systems. The proposed environment consists of a cloud server
where agents are executed, a Web application to implement the different
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specifications and program the drones, and finally the drones, which will
connect to the cloud server to send the data from sensors and receive action
controls. With this structure, drones are treated just as mechanical parts,
while all the logic is being handled by the TeleoR agent in the cloud.

4.2.1

Cloud server

The proposed infrastructure is shown in Figure 4.1. A cloud server can
be really helpful to simplify and centralize the launching of agents. In this
server we will install all the software needed to execute TeleoR agents. Pedro
server will be running in this machine as well, so agents and pedro are both
in “localhost”, and programmers may not need to worry about host names.

Figure 4.1: Cloud Server Architecture

Another advantage of using a cloud server to execute agents is that we can
launch thousands of agents from anywhere in the world, controlling robots
anywhere in the world, but keeping all the control in the same place, so it is
also possible to provide tools that make the implementation, execution and
monitoring of agents an easier task.
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Mission specification through Web interface

This project is under a bigger one of the DSIE (Division of Systems and
Electronic Engineering) research group at the UPCT, as we introduced before. This bigger project aims to design a cloud system to specify drones
missions and launch agents.
Another undergraduate student, Pablo Rubio, is also working in his thesis
under this project. His work, Lenguaje visual para la especificación de sistemas teleoreactivos utilizando herramientas tipo scratch [6], is about specifying the drone’s mission through a Web application using a visual language
with blocks called TeleoR Factory. This application will generate a .qlg file
with the TeleoR agent specification that we can execute in the cloud server.
More concretely, TeleoR Factory is a modification of MIT App Inventor
[7], an open source tool created at MIT to develop Android applications
using a block-based language.
In Figure 4.2 we can see an example of how a TeleoR specification would
look like implemented in TeleoR Factory. This specification will generate
a program file with the following code, which we can consult later in the
interpreter and start the main task:
speed ::= 1 | 2 | 3.
percept altitude : (nat).
discrete photo : ().
durative
up : (speed),
down : (speed).
mainTask : nat ∼>
mainTask(A){
altitude(CurrentA) &
(CurrentA > 0.9*A) &
(CurrentA < 1.1*A)
∼> photo
altitude(A_higher) & A_higher > A ∼> down(2)
altitude(A_lower) & A_lower < A ∼> up(2)
true
∼> () }.

This application should be hosted in the cloud server, so the whole process,
from mission specification to launching and monitoring the drone agents is
managed in the same place.
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Figure 4.2: TeleoR specification with TeleoR Factory

4.2.3

Simulation in ROS

Since controlling drones is something delicate, and an error while flying
may cause big damages to the drone, we decided to test our agents in a
simulator. The simulator we chose is Gazebo, with an implementation of
the drone Parrot’s AR.Drone 2.0 called tum_simulator. This model implements the AR.Drone’s SDK, and can be controlled from ROS through a
driver.
What is ROS:
The Robot Operative System (ROS) is a collection of libraries, tools and
conventions designed to make the designing of robotic applications an easier
task. It can be installed under a Linux distribution, such as Ubuntu, and
provides us hardware abstraction and a powerful mechanism to interconnect
different computational nodes. This communications infrastructure has a
publish/subscribe mechanism (as pedro server has), that allows us to send
and receive messages in a concrete topic. For example, we can have a node
that reads an altitude sensor (or emulates it), and publish messages of type
Range to the topic /altitude. Any other node can subscribe to that topic
and receive those Range messages. In ROS, the type of messages is defined
beforehand, so each message of the same type has the same attributes and
the different nodes can process it.
Tum Simulator:
This is the implementation of Parrot’s AR.Drone 2.0 for Gazebo simula49
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tor we chose. The tum_simulator [8][9] ROS package includes the drone’s
model and the ROS driver as a dependency, so the driver will be installed
together with the simulator when we build it. However, we need to install Gazebo simulator separately, because it is not included in ROS repositories, and, therefore, can not be set as a dependency. This software,
tum_simulator, has been developed by Hongrong Huang and Juergen Sturm
of the Computer Vision Group at the Technical University of Munich. Figure 4.3 shows Gazebo running a test world included in tum_simulator.
The ROS driver used by tum_simulator is ardrone_autonomy [10][11], a
driver created by Mani Monajjemi of the Autonomy Lab at Simon Fraser
University. This software implements the official AR.Drone SDK from Parrot and can be used to control a real drone, or a simulation, with ROS. In
other words, we can create our own node in ROS that sends messages to the
driver topics, and the driver will control the real drone (or its simulation).
In our case, tum_simulator will receive the messages from the driver to
update the drone’s model in Gazebo simulator.

Figure 4.3: Gazebo and tum_simulator

4.2.4

Interface between ROS and Pedro server

Until now, we have our TeleoR agent, that can communicate with its
drone’s interface through Pedro server, and we have our drone (the real one
or a simulation in Gazebo), that sends the sensors data and receives control
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actions through a ROS interface. There is a clear problem here. As we
can see, the different protocols used in Pedro and ROS will make a direct
communication between them impossible. This is why we need a bridge
software, an interface between ROS and Pedro server, so the drone can
communicate with the TeleoR agent. In the case of a drone that does not
have a ROS driver, either we must modify its firmware to connect with pedro,
or we need to create another interface so it can establish a communication
with our agent.
Although it is planned to include a ROS interface in future versions of
QuLog, right now it only supports communications via Pedro server. Because of this, we will need to implement and use our own interface to communicate Pedro with ROS. This interface must be able to:
1. Receive and process sensors data from the robot through a ROS interface and send the processed percepts to the agent through a Pedro
interface.
2. Receive control actions from the agent through a Pedro interface and
send the corresponding action messages to the robot through a ROS
interface.

Note that this program must also process the received data and build the
outgoing messages in the correct form to be understood by the other part.
This is because ROS messages have different structure than Pedro messages,
even if the content is the same.
On the Pedro side, there are APIs implemented for C, Java and Python
languages, all of them included in its software package and available after installing it. On the other side, for ROS we can find APIs for C++ and Python
languages. The chosen language to implement this interface is Python, for
various reasons. The main reason is that, although Python applications are
not as fast and efficient as C/C++ applications, they are easier and faster to
develop and prototype. Moreover, the examples included with QuLog and
the TeleoR tools use the Pedro server’s Python API, so we can use those
examples to figure out how it works and how to use it.

4.3

Python Implementation of ROS-Pedro Interface

The code of this application can be found appended to this document under
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the directory pedro_ros_interface/ together with two agent module files
as examples.
First of all, we would like to highlight that we have implemented this
software with idea of making it as general as possible, so its use is not
restricted to drones agents, but open to any possible kind of agent that
needs an interface between ROS and Pedro server to communicate with the
robot. As we mentioned before, this interface must process the messages
received and build the corresponding output messages. These messages are
not only completely different for each robot, but also for each program we
may implement for that robot. This part, the processing of messages is the
only one that is specific for each agent and mission, so we have implemented
out interface in a way that it abstracts this part.
The interface will not process any message, but it will receive an input
module where the programmer must include the functions implementation
to process the messages. Later we will see how to implement these modules
and how to use the interface, but first we will take a look at the different
parts of the program.

4.3.1

Pedro server API

The pedro server API provided for Python is included in the file pedroclient.py, which can be found in the Pedro directory after installing it. This
library has more functionality that only connecting with pedro. It also provides tools to build the messages in a “Prolog like” form. This tools are
a collection of types to model Prolog types, and a parser to convert string
messages into those types.
However, the class we will mainly use is PedroClient, with the constructor
PedroClient( machine=‘localhost’, port=4550, async=True). Those
are the default values for the input arguments. Once we have instantiated
the object we can use different methods. The most important for us now
are:
• register(name): Register this client in pedro with a given name.
• p2p(addr, term): Send a p2p message, term, to the agent with the
pedro handle addr. Note that term must be a Prolog-like term, and
this is where we should use the other tools in the library.
• get_term(): Get the first element from the message queue parsed into
a Prolog term.
• notification_ready(): Can be used to check if there are messages
in the queue to read.
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Given this, it is easy to figure out how to use it. First of all, we need to
register our client. If we want to send percepts to an agent, we just need its
address and a string with the percepts. This is an example of how to send
the percepts altitude(200) and objective(3,4) to an agent:
import pedroclient
client = pedroclient.PedroClient()
client.register("env")
msg = "[altitude(200), objective(3,4)]"
addr = "percepts:demoAgent@localhost"
client.p2p(addr, msg)
On the other hand, reading messages from pedro is not that simple. We
need to be continuously checking if there are messages available, so we have
to implement this on a different thread. Fortunately, we can implement
threads in Python with a few lines. This is how to implement a class that
extends the Thread object and reads messages from pedro:
import pedroclient
from threading import Thread
class PedroHandler(Thread):
def __init__(self,client):
self.client = client
Thread.__init__(self)
running = True
def run(self):
while self.running:
if self.client.notification_ready():
pspmsg = self.client.get_term()[0]
message = p2pmsg.args[2]
# Process message here...
def stop(self):
self.running = False
client = pedroclient.PedroClient()
client.register("env")
reader = PedroHandler(client)
reader.start() # Start the thread
reader.join() # Wait until thread finishes
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Here the code in the function run will be executed in a different thread when
we call reader.start().
This is all for the Pedro server side. Feel free to check the program in
Appendix 3[LINK] to read the full code. We will explain here its different
parts and how does it work, but we can not cover all the little details.

4.3.2

Rospy

Rospy [12] is a Python client library for ROS. It is installed with the ROS
core packages. It provides a lot of useful tools to use ROS. We will use this
API to:
• Register and manage our own ROS node.
• Handle log messages.
• Create publishers to different topics to send messages.
• Create subscribers to receive messages in different topics.
In ROS, each node must be registered with a unique name, so we need
to create our node and register it in ROS before doing any other thing.
Furthermore, each ROS node has its own log file, where all the logs (debug,
info, errors, etc.) are saved. This is why, instead of implementing our own
logging system, we have decided to use rospy for the logs, so all the messages
are in the same place. There are five log levels in ROS:
1. DEBUG
2. INFO
3. WARN
4. ERROR
5. FATAL
In order to start a node, we must use the function init_node(name), where
name is the registered name in ROS for our node. This function has other
optional arguments. One of them is log_level, where we can indicate with
which one of the log levels listed before will the node work. This means
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that if we select log_level = INFO, DEBUG messages will not be sent, but
only messages for INFO level and below. In the same way, if we change it
to log_level = ERROR, we will only get ERROR and FATAL messages.
In order to make the logs, we must use the functions logdebug(msg),
loginfo(msg), logwarn(msg), logerr(msg) and logfatal(msg):
import rospy
rospy.init_node("My_Node", log_level=rospy.INFO)
rospy.loginfo("Node started.")
rospy.logdebug("Testing logs...") # Omitted (INFO level)
rospy.logwarn("Warning: DEBUG messages omitted")
This is how to use the logging module included in rospy. We will see now how
to build ROS messages and how to implement publishers and subscribers to
send and receive them.
Messages:
As mentioned before, message types in ROS are defined and compliled in
the system, so all nodes know each message’s structure beforehand. When
messages are compiled, libraries for python and C++ are created and added
to the environment, so we can import it in our programs and use that type
of message. Each ROS package can define its own messages, and they will
be available once we compile and install that package. The most common
messages are included by default in ROS in packages such as std_msgs
and geometry_msgs. There we will find messages like std_msgs/String
to send strings, std_msgs/Empty to send a message without content, or
geometry_msgs/Twist to send linear and angular movement.
Publishers:
In order to share messages between ROS nodes, one node have to publish
messages to one or various topics, and the other node(s) must subscribe
to that topic to receive the messages. With rospy, if we want to publish
messages we need to create a publisher object. This class’ constructor will
receive the topic name and the type of message. This is a simple example
of how to create a publisher and publish a String message to the topic
ardrone/mytopic:
import rospy
from std_msgs.msg import String
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rospy.init_node("My_Node", log_level=rospy.INFO)
topic = "ardrone/mytopic"
pub = rospy.Publisher(topic, String, queue_size=10)
msg = String("Hello World")
pub.publish(msg)
The queue_size argument is to make the communication asynchronously, so
we need to set a queue size. If the queue is too small and we publish messages
faster than the subscribers can read, they may miss some messages. If we
do not add this argument, the communication will be synchronous and calls
to publish will be blocking until all subscribers have received the message.
Subscribers:
Subscribers will receive the data asynchronously, so when we create them
with rospy, we also need to pass a callback function to be executed whenever
a message arrives to the topic. In contrast to publishers, here we will not
receive an object. When we create a subscriber with rospy, it will just be
registered and start to call the callback function each time a message arrives.
This is how to create a subscriber that reads the messages published before
to the topic ardrone/mytopic:
import rospy
from std_msgs.msg import String
def callback(msg):
# Process msg
rospy.loginfo("Message: {}".format(msg.data))
rospy.init_node("My_Node", log_level=rospy.INFO)
topic = "ardrone/mytopic"
rospy.Subscriber(topic, String, callback)
rospy.spin() # block until this node stops
Note that each subscriber runs in a different thread. We call rospy.spin()
in the last line just to keep python from exiting until this node is stopped.
It is possible to send more parameters to the callback function than the
message received from ROS. In order to do this we must add the argument
callback_args=args in rospy.Subscriber.
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In our case, ardrone_autonomy driver uses different topics to send controls to the AR.Drone, and the simulator also uses different topics to publish
the data from AR.Drone’s sensors, this means that we need to create different publishers and subscribers. The most important topics, and their
corresponding messages related to the AR.Drone are:
Control topics:
Topic
ardrone/takeoff
ardrone/land
ardrone/reset
cmd_vel

Message
std_msgs/Empty
std_msgs/Empty
std_msgs/Empty
geometry_msgs/Twist

• ardrone/takeoff: Receives a std_msgs/Empty message to execute
takeoff action.
• ardrone/land: Receives a std_msgs/Empty message to execute land
action.
• ardrone/reset: Receives a std_msgs/Empty message to reset the
AR.Drone.
• cmd_vel: Receives a geometry_msgs/Twist to control the drone’s
movement (linear and angular movement).
Sensor topics:
Topic
ardrone/navdata
sonar_height

Message
ardrone_autonomy/Navdata
sensor_msgs/Range

• ardrone/navdata: An ardrone_autonomy/Navdata message is published to this topic with all the information about the drone. It includes battery level, 3-axis orientation, drone current state (landed,
flying, hovering, etc.), pressure and temperature, estimated altitude
magnetometer data, linear velocity and linear acceleration.
• sonar_height: The simulator will publish a sensor_msgs/Range to
this topic with the drone’s altitude.
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How to use the interface

This program must be executed in a terminal in the machine where ROS
is installed, so we assume that it will only be executed on Linux machines.
We can start it by typing in the terminal either:
∼$ ./pedro_ros_interface.py my_agent_module.py
or
∼$ python pedro_ros_interface.py my_agent_module.py
Where my_agent_module.py is the agent module Python file, that must
be passed to the program as an argument. We implemented an argument
parser to add more optional arguments and to print help information when
using it. The complete list of options is:
Agent File:
File containing the agent module. We will see later how to implement
these modules.
-h,--help:
Print a help message with the description of each argument.
-H,--host:
Pedro server host address. It is localhost by default, it can be changed
through this argument.
-n,--pedro-name:
Name to register in Pedro server. This the same name we need to
indicate when we call start_agent in QuLog.
-N,--ros-node:
Name for this node in ROS. Useful if we are going to execute multiple
instances of the interface, because they must have different names.
-l,--log:
Log level for rospy, as specified before. The possible inputs are DEBUG, INFO, WARN, ERROR, FATAL.
-v,--version:
Print the current version and exit.
This information is included in the help text. This is how it looks like:
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∼$ ./pedro_ros_interface.py --help
usage: pedro_ros_interface.py [-h][-H][-n][-N][-l][-v] Agent File
Interface between ROS and Pedro server.
positional arguments:
Agent File File containing agent specific variables and functions.
optional arguments:
-h, --help
-H, --host
-n, --pedro-name
-N, --ros-node
-l, --log
-v, --version

show this help message and exit
Pedro hostname. Default: localhost
Name to register in Pedro. Default: env
ROS node name. Default: Pedro_ROS_Interface
Select log level. Default: INFO
Print version and exit

Once we have launched the interface, there is nothing much to do with
it. It will wait until an agent connects and then it will start processing and
sending the messages. We can stop it introducing Ctrl-C.

4.3.4

Implementing agent modules

As mentioned before, each agent can have different percepts and different
actions, and each robot (the real one or a simulation) can also have different
sensors and different ways to send and receive messages. This is why, in order
to make our interface valid for every kind of agent and robot, we took the
functions related to the messages processing apart. Thus, the programmer
must implement them in a different module that is passed as an argument
to the program.
The agent module consists of various parts. Each part has a defined
type/structure that will be checked when importing the module from the
interface.
Firstly, we will define the ROS topics and their corresponding messages. We
must include this in a list of tuples named “ardroneControlTopics”. Each
tuple will contain the topic’s name and the type of message. In order to
select the messages we also need to include them by importing their ROS
libraries. These are the topics for the example file:
from std_msgs.msg import Empty
from geometry_msgs.msg import Twist
from sensor_msgs.msg import Range
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ardroneControlTopics = [
(’ardrone/takeoff’, Empty),
(’ardrone/land’, Empty),
(’ardrone/reset’, Empty),
(’cmd_vel’, Twist)
]
This variable, “ardroneControlTopics”, will be used in the interface to
create the different ROS publishers.

When we receive an action message from the TeleoR agent, we need to
execute a function to process it. These functions can be seen as callbacks,
and we need to implement them in the agent module and add another variable, named “actionFunctions”. This variable is a dictionary where each
key is a string with the same value than the action name in the QuLog file.
Thus, when we receive an action message, we have this lookup table to know
which function we need to call from the interface.
Action messages can be of different types. For discrete actions there is only
one type: ‘exec_’. However, durative action messages have three different
types: ‘start_’, ‘mod_’ or ‘stop_’, where ‘start_’ and ‘stop_’ types
are meant to start and stop a durative action, and ‘mod_’ is sent to modify
the arguments of an action that is already being executed.
When implementing the action functions, each function must receive three
arguments:
• publishers: A dictionary that contains all the publishers created from
“ardroneControlTopics”. We will use it to send messages to ROS.
Note that all publishers are included, so we can send different ROS
messages in the same action.
• actionType: String containing the type of this action. Possible values
are: ‘start_’, ‘mod_’, ‘stop_’ and ‘exec_’.
• args: Action arguments. This is a list of Prolog-like variables, of
the types defined in pedroclient.py (Pedro API). It contains the
arguments for the action received. For example if we have an action
up(speed) in our file, the speed will be treated as an argument.
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This is an example of how to implement a function for the durative action
up, and the dictionary actionFunctions.
def goUp(publishers, actionType, args):
pub = publishers[’cmd_vel’]
speed = 0
if actionType in [’start_’, ’mod_’]:
speed = float(args[0].val)
message = Twist()
message.linear.z = speed / 3
pub.publish(message)
actionFunctions = {
’up’ : goUp,
’down : goDown,
’photo’ : takePhoto
}
If we analyse this example, we see that we can easily extract the publisher
from the dictionary given in the parameters just using the topic’s name we
gave in “ardroneControlTopics” as the key. Then, when we get the speed
value from args. Finally, before publishing the message, we divide the speed
value by 3. This is because the speed in our TeleoR agent is in the range
(1,3), and the speed given to the AR.Drone driver must be in range (-1,1).
At the end we include actionFunctions dictionary, which contains the function implemented and others functions for other actions that are not shown.

Finally, we must add the ROS topics where the sensors are publishing the data, and the callback functions to be executed in the subscribers
for those topics. These functions must process the message received from
ROS, build the percepts message and send it to the agent. As we do
with ardroneControlopics, we must define a list of tuples with the name
“ardroneSensorTopics”. This time the elements in the list will be tuples
of three elements: Topic name, message type and callback function.
When defining the callbacks for rospy subscribers, they need to include two
arguments:
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• message: The message received from ROS. This message is of the type
defined for the corresponding topic.
• sendPercept: Callback function to send the percept to the agent.
This function is defined in the interface, because the pedro client and
the agent address are stored there.
For example, if we want to receive the altitude messages from the topic
sonar_height, we can define a function like this:
def altitudeCallback(rangeMessage, sendPercept):
# Send on_land and altitude percepts.
# range value in interval [0,3]
altitudeSensed = rangeMessage.range
altitude = int(altitudeSensed * 2000 / 3)
percept = ’[’
if altitudeSensed < 0.5:
percept += ’set(on_land)’
else:
percept += ’unset(on_land)’
percept += ’,set(altitude({}))’.format(altitude)
percept += ’]’
sendPercept(percept)
ardroneSensorTopics = [
(’sonar_height’, Range, altitudeCallback)
]
Where rangeMessage is of the type sensor_msgs/Range, and contains a
field, range, with the altitude sensed in the interval (0,3). As you can
see, with this callback we are updating two percepts at the same time,
altitude and on_land. When processing the altitude, we are assuming
that if the altitude sensed is below 0.5, the drone is landed. Finally, we
call sendPercept, the function given in the arguments, to send the percept
message to the agent.
After the definition of all the callback functions, we must include the list
ardroneSensorTopics, containing the data needed to create the subscribers
in the interface.
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Behaviour of Drone Agents

We described before the task that the drones must perform. We have two
drones and two mobile objects, and we want each drone to find and follow a
concrete object. In order to design a TeleoR agent to achieve this mission, it
is important to realize that drones may face different problems when trying
to achieve their goal. For example, they may find a wall in their way, or
maybe they are getting closer to the other drone and need to avoid it. TeleoReactive programming is perfect for this kind of agents, because the fired
rule can rapidly change when the BeliefStore is updated, so the agent will
execute different actions to overcome the drawback. We will design this
mission for the Parrot AR.Drone, so everything we will show here can be
done with this drone model.
When designing a TeleoR agent, we need to know first which facts about
the environment does the agent know. In other words, we need to know
how much information we can get from the drone’s sensors and how are we
going to model this information in the BeliefStore with percepts and beliefs.
In our case, we need to know the drone’s altitude, if it is landed, if it has
an obstacle in front of it and we also need to know if the drone is seeing a
mobile object below it. This is translated to these percepts:
dir ::= left | right | front | back.
object_id ::= 1 | 2.
percept
on_land : (),
altitude : (nat),
object : (id, nat, dir),
obstacle : (dir).
We can obtain on_land and altitude directly from the drone, but we need
to process the image from the camera to detect obstacles (front camera)
and mobile objects (bottom camera). There are several computer vision
algorithms for robotics to detect obstacles, and they are out of the scope of
this work, but you can find an example of obstacles detecting for a drone with
a front camera in [13]. This image processing might be done by a ROS node
that process the images from the camera and publish the algorithm’s output
to a defined topic, for example. For now on, we will just assume that there
is another software processing the image and giving us the information that
we need to update the percepts object and obstacle. This information
about the drone’s environment should be enough to achieve the desired goal
while taking into account the external setbacks described before.
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Goals and sub-goals

The main goal of the mission may not be the highest priority rule in the
TR program. For example, our main goal should be to stay right over the
mobile object following it. However, if we find a wall, perhaps it is better
to forget about the mobile object and focus on avoiding the wall, for the
drone’s safety. This is why, in this case, and many others, walls have more
priority than the main goal of the mission. We will see how common is that
avoiding obstacles and recovering from setbacks (the agent’s reactive part)
have more priority than moving forward to our goal.
The different sub-goals that our agent should achieve are:
Get valid altitude: The drone needs to move up and down to reach its
working altitude.
Search object: Once the drone has a valid altitude (±10% of working altitude), it can explore the area and find the mobile object.
Follow object: When the drone can see the mobile object, it must get
closer and try to keep the object right below it.
Avoid obstacle: If an obstacle is detected, the drone must avoid it.
Avoid drone: When a risk of collision exists, both drones need to avoid
each other. We will describe later an approach that reduce the chance
of collision to zero.

It is possible to achieve each goal with different techniques and algorithms.
For example, in order to find the object, there are many searching and
exploration algorithms, from pure random movements to complex learning
algorithms. We will describe now our solutions for these tasks.

4.4.2

Objective searching

Search:
In order to find the mobile object the drone must explore the area and fly
until the object is detected. We will use a similar approach as we did in the
demo programs, that is, moving randomly in squares. However, we need to
modify how the drone moves.
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Since we only have a front camera in the AR.Drone to detect obstacles, we
can only move front without risk of collision. This is why, instead of moving
left or right, we need to turn left or right and then move front.
We can implement a TR procedure like this one to perform the search task:
search_object : (object_id) ∼>
search_object(MyID):
object(ID,_,_) & ID=MyID ∼> follow_object(ID)
true ∼> move(front,2) for random_int(3,6);
turn(right) for random_int(1,3)
Where object(object_id,nat,dir) is a percept that can be inferable when
the drone sees a mobile object, and gives us the identifier, the distance
and the direction. The procedure follow_object(object_id) (explained
below) is meant to follow a mobile object with the given identifier, and
turn(dir) is defined as a durative action, that we are executing during a
random time between 1 and 3 seconds. These values are just an example.
We should choose such time values so the drone turns around 90 degrees,
plus some randomness to make the angles different and cover different zones.
We can make the search more efficient by implementing other algorithms,
but in most of the cases we need to know the drone’s location. If we know
its position (GPS or indoor tracking system), we can map the area (using
a SLAM algorithm [14], for example) and even implement a collaborative
search, so if a drone finds the other drone’s mobile object, it can send the
object’s location to the other drone, so it does know where to search.
Follow:
Once the drone has detected the mobile object, it should get closer to it in
order to follow it. We do this in follow_object. This procedure is similar
as the one we implemented in the record demo, but as it happened with
the search procedure, now we should only move forward, so we can detect
the obstacles with the front camera. One possible implementation of this
procedure could be:
follow_object : (object_id) ∼>
follow_object(MyID){
object(ID,Dist,Dir) &
ID = MyID &
Dir = front &
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object(ID,_,Dir) &
ID = MyID &
Dir = front
object(ID,_,Dir) &
ID = MyID &
Dir = left
object(ID,_,_) &
ID = MyID &
Dir = right
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∼> move(front, 1)

∼> move(front, 2)

∼> turn(left)

∼> turn(right)

}.
Here the drone will turn left or right until the object is in front of it. Then
it will move front to get closer. When it is approaching to the object the
speed is reduced.

4.4.3

Interaction between agents

One of the main challenges of this mission is making both drones to fly
safely without collisions. In order to avoid collisions between them, each
drone may use its front camera to detect the other drone and avoid it. However, we have found a safer approach to avoid drone collisions, represented
in Figure 4.4. Since we will only have two drones in the area, we can make
them work at different altitudes.

Figure 4.4: Drones Altitude Scenario
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Furthermore, we should take into consideration that, if each drone has been
given a working altitude Ai , then it will fly in a safety range of ±10% of
Ai . Thereby, a drone with a working altitude A1 will actually be flying in
the range [A1 min, A1 max], where A1 min = 0.9 ∗ A1 and A1 max = 1.1 ∗
A1 . Then, if we have another drone with altitude A2 , A2 > A1 , we must
guarantee that A2 min > A1 max, so we need to choose A1 , A2 → 0.9 ∗ A2 >
1.1 ∗ A1 .
In order to choose the altitudes for both drones, we will give them an initial
working altitude when we start the agent, and they will send messages to
modify their altitude until the condition given before is satisfied. In our
implementation, a drone sends its working altitude when the agent starts.
If the other drone is already flying, it will receive the message and update
its working altitude if needed. We need to modify the launch procedure go,
and implement a message handler to process the message received. Now
the working altitude must be stored as a belief, or global variable in the
BeliefStore, since we may need to modify it when a new message is received.
nat working_altitude := 0.
message ::= altitude(nat).
handle_message_(M, _) :: type(M, message) & ground(M) &
M = altitude(OtherAlt) &
OtherAlt > $working_altitude &
0.9*OtherAlt < 1.1 * $working_altitude ∼>>
working_altitude := OtherAlt*0.81. %0.9/1.1=0.81818181
handle_message_(M, _) :: type(M, message) & ground(M) &
M = altitude(OtherAlt) &
OtherAlt =< $working_altitude &
1.1*OtherAlt > 0.9 * $working_altitude ∼>>
working_altitude := OtherAlt*1.23. %1.1/0.9=1.222222223
handle_message_(_,_). % Ignore other messages.

go : (nat, object_id, atom, atom) ∼>>
go(Alt, ID, MyName, OtherName) ∼>>
working_altitude := Alt;
start_agent MyName env@localhost user;
altitude(working_altitude) to messages:OtherName@localhost;
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start_task main mainTask(ID).
Note that with this process is transparent to the TeleoR thread and everything is done by QuLog action procedures and message exchanges. Now,
instead of passing the working altitude as an argument to mainTask, we
update the value of the global variable $working_altitude. In the other
procedures, like get_height, we will check the value of that variable. For
example:
get_altitude : () ∼>
get_altitude(){
valid_alt($working_altitude)
altitude(A_higher) &
A_higher > $working_altitude
altitude(A_lower) &
A_lower < $working_altitude
on_land
true
}.

∼> ()
∼> down(2)
∼> up(2)
∼> takeoff
∼> ()

This approach will make the drones to choose a safe altitude in the background, so we do not need to worry about drones collisions when implementing other procedures.

4.4.4

External obstacles

Finally, the last possible setback we must consider in the design of our
agents is the presence of physical obstacles, such as walls, that the drone
may face in its way. As we mentioned before, the AR.Drone has a front
camera, so we can detect obstacles processing that image. This is why we
implemented all the movements only to the front side, so the drone can
detect obstacles in its way. When an obstacle is detected, we will call the
procedure avoid_obstacle. This will be the rule with highest priority in the
main task, because keeping the drone’s integrity is obviously more important
than following the objective.
When facing an obstacle, there are different ways of avoiding it. Our solution, that is meant to be just an example, consists of making the drone turn
to the opposite direction where the obstacle was detected until it is out of
the field of view. Nonetheless, we can found other approaches more effective
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in [15] and [16] that propose Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees algorithms
to avoid obstacles in unmanned air vehicles.
Our simple implementation of avoid_obstacle is:
avoid_obst : () ∼>
avoid_obst{
not obstacle(_)
obstacle(right)
obstacle(_)
}.

∼> move(front,1)
∼> turn(left)
∼> turn(right)

Although this procedure is a naive and too primitive solution, it is enough
to show how to put together all the parts of the agent, and this is what we
were aiming for.
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Conclusions
After implementing and testing our first TeleoR agents, we discovered
the robustness of the Teleo-Reactive paradigm. Agents react to any change
instantly, and because of the program’s structure, the code does not become
an understandable mess when the program grows. This is important, so
we can design agents that are easy to scale and we can add new features
without changing the whole code.
Another thing about TeleoR that reinforce its advantages for developing robotic agents, is that it is built inside a logic programming language,
QuLog. Logic languages, such as Prolog, have been used before for programming artificial intelligence agents and expert systems. The main feature of
logic programming languages that agents can benefit from is the inference
engine. The way in how the data is stored and later inferred is perfectly
suitable for artificial intelligence applications. In our case, QuLog combines
this logic part with its declarative subset and the BeliefStore as a knowledge
dynamic database to make the inferences, and the imperative subset, which
is useful when we want to execute actions more directly. On the other
hand, the main disadvantage about QuLog and other logic programming
languages, is that it is not easy for beginners to learn, mainly because they
work in a very different way than the common languages, mostly imperative,
and without an inference engine.
Apart from this, we have seen that in TeleoR we define how the robot will
behave, and because of its high level of abstraction, the agent does not need
to know how the data is collected from sensors, or how the robotic actions
are executed. For example, in the study case, when we where detecting
obstacles, we said that there is another software (inside or outside the drone)
that processes the image from the camera. This software sends the relevant
information to the agent, so we only need to declare the obstacle percept
and keep everything else outside the agent’s code. This level of abstraction
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makes agents hardware independent, and, once again, helps us to keep the
code simple and easy to understand.

5.1

Future Work

We found different ways to continue this work or making a deeper developing of one of its parts.
Firstly, our initial goal about the TeleoR/QuLog guide was to create examples focused in drone agents for other TeleoR developers. Obviously, it
is still possible to add more examples and extend the guide. For example,
although our intention was to cover the whole language, we could not cover
multi-threading implementation of agents, which is an important feature of
TeleoR. It is missed here because of the lack of suitable examples with drones
implementing this feature. Perhaps this part of the guide is extended in the
future.
Regarding the case study, one possible extension would be the implementation of a software for processing the AR.Drone camera’s images to detect
obstacles and mobile objects. Once this is done, the next step should be
testing the agent on a real drone, instead of the simulator. It is still possible
to use the ardrone_autonomy driver in ROS with the physical drone, as well
as the ROS-Pedro interface to communicate the driver with the agent.
Finally, we will keep developing the ROS-Pedro interface. We will add
missing features such as ROS services and parameters, improve the documentation, and we are planning to build a ROS package, so it can be installed
using the ROS tools, and upload this software to github. We believe that
this can help other people working with TeleoR and ROS.
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QuLog Tools Setup Guide
The following software packages are available for Linux and Mac operative
systems. We have tested them in two Linux distributions, Ubuntu 15.04 and
Debian 8.2.

A.1

Software Setup

We will need to install these software packages. These are the current
versions when we wrote this thesis.
• QuProlog 9.6
• Pedro Server 1.8
• QuLog 0.4

We must install QuProlog before installing QuLog, because we need the
QuProlog compiler to build QuLog.
Software dependencies
In Ubuntu 15.04 we did not need to install any extra package to build and
execute this software. However, in Debian systems we will need to install
these packages in order to compile Pedro Server and QuProlog:
• yacc package. This package can not be found in the official repositories. However, we can install bison package, that is upward compatible with yacc. We can install it with apt:
∼$ sudo apt-get install bison
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• glib-2.0 package. This package is included in the official repositories,
but it is named libglib2.0-dev. We can also install it with apt:
∼$ sudo apt-get install libglib2.0-dev

After installing these dependencies (if needed) we can proceed with the
installation of the software.
Installing QuProlog:
We can download QuProlog software from [17]. Then, we must decompress the file into a folder, open a Unix terminal there and introduce:
∼$ ./configure
∼$ source PROFILE_CDMS
∼$ make
The configure script will check the dependencies and set the environment
variables and paths. The file PROFILE_CDMS contains the environment variables, we must source it, or add the content of this file to our ∼/.bashrc
file. Finally, the make command will compile QuProlog.
Installing Pedro Server:
We can download Pedro Server software from [18]. As we did with QuProlog, we must decompress the file into a folder, open a Unix terminal there
and type:
∼$ ./configure
∼$ make
∼$ sudo make install
In this case, we do not need to manually source the environment variables.
With sudo make install we will install Pedro in the system, so we can
execute it just typing pedro.
Installing QuLog:
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We can download QuLog software from [19]. Once again, we must decompress the file into a folder, open a Unix terminal there and type:
∼$ ./configure
∼$ make
∼$ source PROFILE_CDMS
In this case is highly recommendable to add the environment variables in
PROFILE_CDMS file to our ∼/.bashrc file, so we do not need to source them
each time we start the system.

A.2

Using the Software

Pedro Server:
In order to execute Pedro Server, we just need to type:
∼$ pedro
After this, pedro will be running as a daemon in the background.
QuLog:
If we type in a terminal:
∼$ qulog
we will start the QuLog’s interpreter, where we can consult files and start
agents and tasks.
Robot Shell:
This is a Python tool installed with QuLog. We can use it to emulate a
robot interface and communicate with the agent. We can type and send the
percept messages, and it will show us the received action messages. In order
to execute it we must type:
∼$ robot_shell.py RobotName
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where RobotName is the shell’s name registered in Pedro Server.
Logger:
This is another Python tool included in QuLog. We will use it to continuously check the state of the BeliefStore, the current fired rule, and other
information. We can execute is introducing:
∼$ logger.py LoggerName
where LoggerName is the name registered in Pedro Server. Later, in the
interpreter we must execute:
| ?? log LoggerName
This command in QuLog will start logging to the logger tool with address
LoggerName.
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